Let N be a normal subgroup of a finite group G and let R be a noetherian complete local commutative ring. Clifford theory deals with the relationship between RG-modules and RN-modules, using induction from N to G or restriction from G to N. Since Clifford's 1937 paper [1], the theory is well understood for irreducible representations (see also [2, w For an indecomposable RNmodule W, several authors have proved a going-up theorem describing how Ind~ W decomposes (see [2, w One purpose of this paper is to prove (in Section 2) a going-down theorem for indecomposable modules (analogous to Clifford's theorem), based on a refinement of the lifting idempotents theorem, presented in Section 1. The going-up and going-down theorems are actually equivalent in the sense that each can be dcrivcd as a corollary to the other one. One main assumption is necessary for the going-down theorem: the RG-module we start from must be projective relative to H. The whole procedure is presented in the more general context of Clifford systems. The paper concludes in Section 3 with another application of the lifting idempotents theorem, concerning the behaviour of indecomposable modules under ground ring extensions.
Lilting idempotents THEOREM Let A be a ring and J a two-sided ideal contained in Rad A.

Assume that A is complete in the J-adic topology (that is the natural map A --~ lim A/J" is an isomorphism). Let H be a finite group acting on
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Remarks. 1) If A is the ring of endomorphisms of a representation V, we shall see that the condition b) corresponds to a condition of relative projectivity for V.
2) There are two situations where c) is always satisfied: either the idempotents ~ are central or the order [~1 of ~ is invertible in A in which case one can choose u to be the central element [~1 -a.
3) When H acts regularly on the idempotents ~, that is when ~ is trivial, one can take u = 1 so that b) and c) are trivially satisfied. This special case appears already in [3] .
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem when J is nilpotent because, since A ~lim A/J ~, the lifted idempotents are constructed as limits of idempotents of <...__ A/J" for n ~ ~.
For ~r ~ H, write ~,~ = crg I so that ~,~ = ~, if and only if ~rg2 = ~'g/. Since H acts transitively, every idempotent e~ can be written in that form.
We proceed by induction on the nilpotent index n of J. There is nothing to o-e~ =e~+r,~,~ for some r,~.~eL
We list several properties of the elements r=..:
(1) If o~g2, r .... = r~.~.
This follows from en,o = e,~ for all -q ~ H.
This follows when o-is applied to 1 =~T~n/a eT. This is a consequence of (*l~r)e. = rl(cre.).
(4) r~,~ = eo~r~,~+ r~,~eo~.
This follows from the equality o-e. = (o-e.) 2 using also 12 = O. Multiplying (4) by e~ on the right or ex on the left (or both in the first case below), we get: By hypothesis c), )tti 9 ~. = )t(fi 9 ex-'.) = )t (ex-,. " ti) = ~. 9 )tfi. Hence )tu commutes with e. modulo J. Since I 9 J = j.-1. j = 0, we have r 9 Au 9 e. = r 9 e. 9 )tu for all r eI and so we can permute )tu and e. in the second sum. Therefore, the only non-zero terms appear for )t ~ TO. By (5), the same holds for the first sum. Consequently: Now apply (6) with ri = 1, tx = 1-~0 and )t = oJ-lr-lo-, using also (1). The condition )tO ~ rio is equivalent to o-12 7~ .r12. We get f~f. = 0, as required. Clearly (8) and (9) imply that fo is idempotent. There remains to prove the additional property we are looking for:
(lo) ,q,~=f~. 
Clifford theory
Let N be a normal subgroup of a finite group G and S = G/N. Throughout this section, R denotes a noetherian local commutative ring which is complete in its natural topology of local ring. These assumptions are made in order to have the following properties: (i) Every finitely generated RG-module is a direct sum of indecomposable submodules.
(ii) If M is an indecomposable RG-module, then EndRG M is a local ring. Hence Krull-Schmidt theorem holds for RG-modules.
In order to study the restriction to N of an indecomposable RG-module, we consider the more general case of an S-graded Clifford system A = O~Es As over R, in the sense of [2, w The case of group algebras corresponds to A =RG and A~ =RN. Recall that there exist units a~ e A~ such that A~ = a~A~ =Ata~.
For the rest of this paper, all modules will be finitely generated left modules.
For an Al-module W, denote by W a the induced module Ind~,1W= A | W, while for an A-module V, we denote by VAt the restriction Rest, V. If V is an A-module, then S acts on EndA~ V by sf = a~fa21 and the set of fixed points is exactly EndA V. DEFINITIONS. 1) An A-module V is said to be projective relative to A1 if V is a direct summand of a module induced from A~ which actually can be chosen to be (VA,) A. This is equivalent to the existence of an endomorphism u~EndA~ V such that Trs(u)= 1 where Trs(u)= ~,~s su. The equivalence of these definitions is well known in the case of group algebras [2, w but the proof can be carried over without change to the case of Clifford systems.
2) If W is an Awmodule, then a~ ~ W has a natural structure of Al-module and is called a conjugate of W.
3) Let M = ~i.j M~j be a decomposition of a module M into indecomposable summands such that M~I ~ M~k for all i, j, k and M~i~Mk,, if ir k. Then Mi = ~i M~j is called a homogeneous component of M. Contrary to the case of semisimple modules, note that in general M~ is not uniquely determined by M. Now we can state the going-down theorem analogous to Clifford's theorem:
. Let A be an S-graded Clifford system over R and V an indecomposable A-module. Assume that V is projective relative to A1, that is there exists an indecomposable summand W of V A~ such that V is a direct summand of W A. Let T={te S ] a, | W~ W} be the inertial subgroup of W and let {sl ..... sn} be a set of coset representatives of T in S. Finally let B = (~])t~T At be the T-graded subalgebra of A. Then: (i) VAt is isomorphic to a direct sum of conjugates of W.
(ii) {asi t~ W I i = 1 ..... n} is a complete set of non-isomorphic conjugates of W and each appears with the same multiplicity in a decomposition of VA~.
(
iii) There exists a decomposition V A, = (~ i~1 Ui into homogeneous components which are permuted transitively by {as [ s ~ S} and such that {at ] t c T} stabilizes gl. (iv) U1 is an indecomposable B-module and V is isomorphic to U A.
Beside Theorem 1, the main ingredient for the proof of Theorem 2 is the following: Applying a~ to V, we get:
Comparing the multiplicities of W~ in both decompositions, we get m~ = ml. The same argument applied with an arbitrary a~ shows that a~ | W must be isomorphic to some W~. Therefore, by definition of T, {a~@ W I i= 1 ..... n} is a complete set of non-isomorphic conjugates of W.
(iii) Let E=EndA, V and /~=E/rad (E). The group S acts on E via sf= a~fa~ ~ and induces an action on /~ which necessarily permutes the primitive central idempotents of /~. Let VA1 = (~i"-1 U~ be a decomposition of Va~ into homogeneous components, corresponding to idempotents el,..., e,. Assume W is a summand of U1. Proof. Let E = EndA V and /~ = E/Rad E. Since V is indecomposable,/~ is a division algebra containing K in its center. Now F ~ E = EndF| (F | V) and let 2) Proposition 5 holds more generally if one replaces the field K by a complete discrete valuation ring R and the extension F by an unramified Galois extension S (so that the Galois group of S/R is isomorphic to the Galois group of the residue field extension). Moreover, A must be an R-algebra which is finitely generated as R-module.
3) The similarity between restriction to a normal subgroup (Theorem 2) and ground field Galois extension (Proposition 5) extends a little further. If 12 denotes the stabilizer of the homogeneous component W: of F@ V and if L is the fixed field of 12, then W~ is realizable over L, that is there exists an L@KA-module U such that F@L U= W~. Moreover, by analogy with part (iv) of Theorem 2 (replacing group induction by scalar restriction), one can easily show that V~ ResK U.
